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Abstract 

We show that the set of the ground-model reals has strong measure zero (is 
strongly meager) after adding a single Cohen real (random real). As consequence 
we prove that the set of the ground-model reals has strong measure zero after adding 
a single Hechler real. 

1 Introduction 

Let N be the び—ideal of measure zero subsets of 2竺andlet M be theびーidealof meager 
sets in 2竺 Moreconcretely X E M if there is some sequence〈Fn:n < w〉suchthat 

X = LJn<w凡 andint(cl(Fn)) = 0. Let C and lB be the Cohen algebra and random algebra 
respectively, let ID be the Hechler forcing, let IL be the Laver forcing, let M be Mathias 

forcing, let V be Silver forcing and let S be Sacks forcing. 

Definition 1.1. For eachび E(2くザ defineht E ww by ht"(n) := IO'(n)I-
Say that Xこ2whas strong measure zero (X E SN) if, for each function f E ww there 

is someび E(2<w)w with ht"= f such that X <;;;; Un<w[O'(n)]. 
It is clear that SNこN.

Galvin, Mycielski and Solovay [GMS73] gave a very important description of the strong 
measure zero sets. 

Theorem 1.2 ([GMS73]). The following are equivalent: 

(1) XE  Sぷ

(2) for every set FEM, there is some x E 2w such that (x + X) n F = 0. 

Using this characterization, we consider the following objects. 

Definition 1.3. We say that Xこ2wis strongly meager (XE SM) if, for each NEぷ
there is x E 2w such that (X + x) n N = 0. 

It is clear that SM~M. 
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Kunen [Kun84] proved that after adding a single Cohen real (random real) the set of 
the ground-model reals becomes null (meager). More presicely, 

Theorem 1.4 ([Kun84]). If c and r are a Cohen real and a random real over V respec-
tively, then 

(i) V[c] F 2w n VEN  and 2w n V rf_ M. In particular, V[c] F 2w n V rf_ SM. 

(ii) V[r] F 2w n V E M  and 2w n V rf-N. In particular, V[r] F 2w n V rf-SN. 

Motivated by Theorem 1.4. in this paper we prove that the set of the ground-model 
reals has strong measure zero after adding a single Cohen real. This was mentioned by 
Laver [Lav76] (without proof), afterwards, Goldstern sketched this in [Golll]. We also 
prove that the set of the ground-model reals is strongly meager after adding a single 

random real. This was sketched in [Wei13]. The author present a complete proof of these 
results with some slight variations associated with his perpective. 

2 Main result 

This section is dedicated to prove the following main result. 

Theorem A. If c and r are a Cohen real and a random real over V respectively, then 

{i) V[c] F 2w n V E SN. 

{ii) V[r] F 2w n VE SM. 

Proof. (i) Enumerate 2<w := {rn: n < w}. For each f E ww and FE ww define 

B伍：= LJ [rc(F(n))~ 〈0,... ,0〉]
nEw 

where for each n, the length of〈0,... ,0〉isthe greatest between f(n) -Ir年 (n)I戸nd

0. Note that B1,F is coded in V[c]. It is enough to prove that, for any C-name fin 
ww there is a function F E ww such that I元 2wnv こ B~

f,F・ 

In V define a function Fp E ww for each p E C by 

応(m):= min { k E w: ヨqE C(lql = k I¥ q~p I¥ヨl< w(q I卜f(m)= l)) }, 

Choose F E ww such that FPぐ Ffor all p E C. It remains to check that lf-ic 
2w n V <;;;: B" To do this, let p be an arbitrary condition in C. Choose n < w such f,F・ 
that 杓(m)~F(m) for all m~ り.Now choose q E C with lql =杓(n)and l < w 
such that q extends p and q I卜f(n)= l. Let x E 2w n V. Find i < w such that 

r; := X 「l.Define a condition q* E C such that lq*I = F(n) + 1, q* If-も(F(n))= i 
and q*~q. 

Then, q* If-x E [rc(F(n))]こB/,F(this contention holds because Ir c(F(n)) I = l = f (n)). 
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(ii) For an increasing function f E ww and a function x E沙 defineXf E 2w as XJ(n) := 
x(f(n)) for n E w. Let A be a Borel set in V[r-] n N. In V find a Borel null set 
such that Bこ2wx 2w and A=  Br. Since B has measure zero, choose sequences 
Sn, tn E 2<w with Is』=ltnl such that 

Bこnu因]X [tn] and f 2―2lsnl < OO. 
m<wn?:m n=l 

Find an increasing function f E ww by induction on n such that 

(a) j :=; f(n)→ Is』<f(n + 1). 

(b)~ 立f(n)Lb([sj] X [ち])::; ~ 号翡丘

From (a) and (b) it follows that 

（＊） 
211―l[lsjl]I 2n+2 

L 22lsjl さ L 221.11 
f(n):<'.j<f(n+l) f(n):<'.j<f(n+l) 

さLb([sn]X [t』)．

We first show that, for each z EV  n 2竺

{x〈x,町 +z〉E几旦いlX [口｝

has measure zero. To this end, let 

H~:= {x: 〈x,町〉 E[sn] X [z fltnl +ゎl}

Then we have 

{x〈x,町 +z〉 Em~昌因]X [tn]} = m~ 具尼
It remains to prove that n LJ m<w n;:,,m 庄 hn as measure zero. 

Claim 2.1. 
2IJ-1(lsnl)I 

Lb(Hz < n) - 22lsnl 

Proof. Note that H~= [s』n[(z「It』+tn)of―1]. Lett':= (z「It』+tn)of―1. Then 
H~= [s』n[(z「It』+t砂o1-1] = 0 when Sn and t'are incompatible. Otherwise, 

H~=[snU((z 「 It』＋む） of―i) l 

= [sn U t'] 
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Hence, 

Lb([sn U t'l) = 2―lsnUt'I 

This ends the proof of Claim 2.1. 

=2―lsn 1-l{f(n):n<ltnlAf(n)2". lsn l}I 

さ2―lsnl-1□+If―1[lsnl] 

21! ―1(lsnl)I 

22lsnl・ 

仁l

We continue the proof of (ii). It follows that nm<w Un五肛 hasmeasure zero by 
the Claim 2.1 and (*)-In V[r], since r is a random real over V, 〈r,町 +z〉(j_B, 
which means that町+z (j_ A. Therefore (2w n V) + A cf-2w in V[r]. ロ

As a consequence of Theorem A, we get that the set of the ground-model reals has 
strong measure zero after adding a single Hechler real. 

Corollary 2.2. If d is a Hechler real, then V[d]巨2wnvE SN. 

Palumbo [Pal13] proved that ID * C = ID, that is, V[d'] [c] = V[d] for some ID-generic 
real d'over V and a Cohen real c over V[d']. By Theorem A, V[d'] [c] F 2w n V[d'] E SN, 
in particular V[d'] [c] F 2w n V E SN. Then V[d] F 2w n V E SN. 

The next result appears implicit in [JMS92]. 

Theorem 2.3. If G and G'are a V-generic over V and a S-generic over V respectively, 
then 

(a) V[G] F 2w n V tf_ NU  M, in particular, V[G] F 2w n V tf_ SN  USM. 

(b) V[G'] F 2w n V (/_ Nu  M, in particular, V[G'] F 2w n V tf_ SNu SM. 

Miller [Mil81] introduced the infinitely often eq叫 realforcing JI to prove that some 
combinatorial properties of measure and category of the real line are consistent. He also 
proved that the set of ground-model reals does not become meager (strongly null) after 
adding a single infinitely often equal real, in particular, the ground-model real does not 
become strongly meager. To summarize, 

Theorem 2.4. If G is JI-generic over V, then 

(i) V[G] F 2w n V tf_ SN, and 

(ii) V[G] F 2w n V tf_ SM. 

We finish this section with results related to the Laver property. 

Theorem 2.5 ([BJ94],[BJ95, Theorem 8.5.20]). Assume that JP has the Laver property. 

Then If-JP沙 nV(/-_SM.

As a corollary we get 

Corollary 2.6. If G and G'are M-generic over V and JL-generic over V respectively, then 
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(i) V[G] F 2w n V tf_ SM. 

(ii) V[G'] F 2w n V tf_ SM. 

On the other hand, Laver [Lav76] proved that adding an M-generic over the ground-

model V forces all uncountable sets of reals in V to not have strong measure zero in the 
extension, that is, V[G] F 2w n V tf-SN. 

It is known that the set of the ground-model reals does not have measure zero after 
adding a lL-generic over V, that is, V[G] F 2wnv tf-ぷ inparticular V[G] F 2wnv tf-SN. 

Open problems 

Miller [Mil81] proved that, if c is a Cohen real over V and r is a random real over V[c], 
then V[cl[r] F 2w n V[r] (/_ M, in particular V[cl[r] F 2w n V[r] (/_ SM. Afterwards, 
Cichon and Palikowski [CP86] proved that, if r is a random real over V and c is a Cohen 
over V[r], then V[rl[c] F 2w n V[c] EN. Later Palikowski [Paw86] proved that 

(i) If r is a random real over V and c is a Cohen over V[r], then 

V[rl[c] F 2w n V[c]~M. 

In particular, V[r] [c] F 2w n V[c]~SM. 

(ii) If c is a Cohen real over V and r is a random over V[c], then 

V[c] [r] I= 2w n V[r] EN. 

We ask the following problems. 

Question 2. 7. If c is a Cohen real over V and r is a random over V[c], does 

V[c] [r] F 2w n V[r] E SN? 

Question 2.8. If r is a random real over V and c is a Cohen over V[r], does 

V[rl[c] F 2w n V[c] E SN? 

In Corollary 2.2 it was proved that the ground-model real become strongly null after 

adding a single Hechler real, but it is still open the following question. 

Question 2.9. If d is a Hechler real over V, does V[d] p== 2w n V E SM? 

It is known that 

(a) I卜2wnv EN. 

(b) I卜2wnV EM. 

for the following posets: 

(1) The eventually different real forcing K 
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(2) The localization forcing U)C. 

(3) Amoeba forcing A. 

It is natural to ask: 

Question 2.10. For the posets in the list above do we have 

(i) I□ 2wnVES幻

(ii) I卜2wnV E SM? 
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